
CHAPTER 16 

OCCULTURE IN THE ACADEMY? 

THE CASE OF JOSEPH P. FARRELL 

John Stroup 

Before us is a case study of joseph P. Farrell who, as his many-sided persona 
appe¥S on. the W~b and in books, il;}terests us on accqunt of his effective 
and transgressively unusual popular culture use of our categories of Hidden 
History, Transtheism and Gnosticism.1 To understand the significance here 
of Farrell and his audience, it is necessary to recall the competing senses of 
marginalization and victimhood in contemporary American society and poli
tics as one moves back and forth from elite or official culture and the popu
list culture. In this connection, the theme of political and economic struggle 
and struggle for control of the broader culture comes to the fore. Likewise, 
that theme is written between the lines of Farrell's conspiracist and trans
gressively alternative nonfiction books even as it is explicitly brought out 
in Farrell's learned, theological direct attacks on the developments lead
ing to what Farrell reconstructs as the theological deep causes for Western 
secularity.2 

As our intent is to furnish a preliminary map of a multifaceted phenom
enon, our study simply connects the dots found in publicly available mate
rial, without verifying the accuracy of the factual claims in Web and published 
material. Such material is here taken at face value rather than investigated in 
skeptici.il depth._ The Farrell phenomenon has made heavy use of arguments 
concerning the Western obsession with a principle of "simplicity" in think
ing about matters divine. For Farrell this is a false divinity, a dubious kind of 
thinking which has led to growing distraction from the God of Abraham and 
early Christianity. Likewise this has led to the appearance in antiquity and 
subsequent history of items that the Farrell phenomenon characterizes as 
"Gnostic." This is a process which, over the course of Western history since 
the Franks and Charlemagne, has purportedly been hidden from critical view 
in Western literature.3 
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THE.BASICS 

joseph P. farrell has be.come a Web, radio, YouTube and Amazon.comphenorrt
enon despite or be<:ause of obtaining 1987 doctoral credentials from. Oxford 
in patristics. An American convert fr.om Protestantism with a b(!ckground 
in mathematics and sciences, .Farrell studied patristics at Oxford. under the 
Greek Orthodox convert.Kallistos Ware. After a short care~r.in the academy 
with. learned publications, including some in patristics and in anti-modern 
cultural criticism, farrell returned to his American.roots and began establish
ing a, new self, that is, a popular and populist identity· for himself on Amaz0n, 
com and on the Web and on talk radio.~ He. has operated Ol.!~ of South. Dakota/ 
attracting attention in alternative culture. circles, including the right-populist 
or conspiracist ana reJigious and spjritual segments studied liy social scien
tists like Mi<;:hael Barkun, Colin Campbell, :and Cliristopher Partridge, are<lS of 
concern for those who follow scholarship on. the sdciology of alternative.spir
itual and religioJ,ls culture, the "culth:: milieu" or "occulture."6 Ih Campbell's 
words, "it can be seen, more generally, .tc\ be the point at which deviant scJ
ence meets. deviant.religion. What unifi.es tbese.diverse elements, apart from a. 
cons.ciousness of their. deviant ·status and an ensuing sense of common cause,, 
is. an overlapping communication structur.e of magazines, pamphlets, lectures 
and .informal meetings, together with the coro:roon.ideology of seekership."7 

Farrell's positioning as a public figure can be tracked with coordinates 
from so<:i.al s<;:ientist Christopher .Partridge, with his notion of a .loose cpm
munity of the alternative-minded, the so-called "occulture:' Partridge has 
contended, with reference to George Lindbeck, that "occulture is leading to 
the estCibUshtnent of ... an occultural-linguistic community" char.acterized by 
"a gradual occultural ecumenism:' There is "tes.s opposttion to <;:ertajn forms 
of Christianity:' Thus, "tsacii.tJon~l, 'hwd' Christian belief ... ·is losing out" in 
favor of "'sgft' occulture-friendly Christian belief" in view of the undedyiug 
fact that "Western spiritual se_ekers are stCirting to speak the same language" 
with "occulture '" prov!ci.ing a lingua franca:•s The public presence of)oseph P. 
FarreU can well be considered as an example of this occ.ulture. He maintains 
an authority status on the Web, even as his Pl!blic positiO!l emerges as hov
ering betWeen two points: Partridge's "traditJonal, 'h~d' Christian belief" at· 
war with New Age spirituality w.b~n he writes the Christian· parts of his pub
lications and Web presence; and another,ironicallocation within Partr_idge's 
·~:soft' occulture:..friendly Christian belief" when he addresses non-believers 
as an author of\>ool<s of alternative nonfiction.9 

Considering the entire phenomenon .. in broad. context, even though his 
popular Works of alternative nonfiction avoig proselytizing, we may well sup
pose th.at farrell's foundational identity as an Eastern Orthodox historic.al 
theologian should alertu's to how he tnay quietly seek to move readers tgward 
a tno.de of holding religious and fq,<;;t_ualoptions congruent with what, for him, 
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is the preferred option: Eastern Orthodox Christianity. Farrell's sophisticated 
tactics, his passing familiarity with fringe physics, and his skill in orienting 
his positions'within the loose norms of alternative culture mcike tracking him 
difficult.· He, among other things, constructs in his popular works of alterna~ 
tive nonfiction a universe in which ancient biblical and mythic events possess 
real-world referentiality: This r;eferentiality is congruent with advanced.sci
ence, Christian theism; and supernatural transcendence.10 

It would be simple to document how the academic and patristic Farrell 
develops a strong criticism of Western Christianity and modernity as -ongo
ing abandonments of original-Christianity; This.aban<ionment allegedly·took 
place by converting Christianity into a kind of incipient philosophical monism 
addicted to increasingly bold and reductionistic redefinitions of Trinitarian 
theology. This theology was borrowed :fr'om Neoplatonism and. Middle 
Platonism and increasingly obsessed with divine· simplicity. It culminated first 
in Joachim of Fiore and Left Hegelian Marxist revolution, then theologically 
in Tillich'~ "God beyopd" or "above God." It entailed a post-Christian obses~ 
sion with the divine process, which was reinterpret~d as a pursuit of power 
through physics and technology, artd an amoral outlook instantiated in the 
Bolsheviks and Nazis. ~tis a process of steady decline which Western observ
ers cannot properly diagnose nor understand due to their own addiction to 
the results ofNeoplatonism as it entered the Western bloodstream in the early 
Middle Ages. Augustine of Hippo's theology of the Trinity which took over 
Western religion is the basis for Far:rell's account of subsequent decline and 
perversion in the West. His account is .a history of declension that Western· 
academics purportedly·'hide frotn themselves as the West continues its slide 
into the amoral destruction of its historic identity, while sirttiiflg against 
moral, political, cultural, and economic common sense.11 

Thus Farrell in his theological attack on Western developments puts 
Charlemagne, RudolfBultmann, Elaine Pagels, Hitler, and Soviet Commi.uiism 
all into the same trajectory of Western decline - though they do not show 
up in a single list, being 'irtstead indicted by their common.Latin or Frankish 
outlopk-ancestry. Indeed, he relates them genetically to early GnostiCism 
and its Voegelinian recurrence, with all sharing 'in the misunderstanding 
a:nd misappropriation of Neoplatonic obsession with divine simplicity at the 
expense of the perSonal God of Abraham and originalt Christianity.U Eastern 
Orthodoxy, however, like ancient catholicism, purportedly threw off all the 
successive waves of attacks' from the Neoplatonizers. Thus Farrell explicitly 
invokes and intensifies Adolf voh Harrtack's· famous -reading of Gnosticism 
as "acute ·Hellenization", taking Hellenization as Neoplatonizing. Yet Farrell 
tacitly weakens br rejects Harnack's reading of catholicizing as "chronic 
Hellenization:' Provisionally speaking, it could appear Farrell's construction 
of an Eastern Ort}:todoxy immune to Hellenization-as-Ne·oplatortism depends 
on his .accepting a reading of the Cappadocian Father:s acc_ording to which 
Gregory of Nyssa in particular was not at the most important level a follower 
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ofNeoplatonism or Stoicism, limiting the use of philosophy chiefly to matters 
of ethics.13 

Farrell's use of the Harnackian Hellenization thesis may distract our atten
tion from another point. Though Farrell's upholding of an origin for Gnost"'" 
icism in Hellenization may strike r~aders a.s a fo_ssil from earlier days, still, 
Farrell's. underlying theological interest approaches~a motif of interest. Recall 
that the first essay in this. volume was Profes.sor DeConick'.s fascinatit).g study 
of John 8. Ber essay mak~s an important argument for: her view of the loca
.tion of and stages irt an origin Of GnostiC material. Her essay brings to our 
attention reasons to look at a version of Christianity onto which there had 
not yet been, as she puts it, any "grafting of the supramundane Platonic god 
into the system."14 Now Farrell, though he would not endorse art adoption
istic Christology nor admit any proto-Gnostic reading of the Fourth Gospel's 
jesus-message, nonetheless would probably show a lively interest tn Professor 
DeCqnick's argument as in some sense helping strengthen his own broader 
claim that not only is salvation of the ]ews,l5 btit that salvation originates, 
not with some first principle but instead with the p~rson.:al God of Abrqham 
and with th~ humanity involved in jesus Christ. In other words, one is advised 
to make a strong repudiation of any contamination of Chris.tianity by eith~x 
Middle Platonism ot: Neoplatonism . .For both the qc~d~mic and the popu
lar Farrell prefers instead his original Christianity not-yet.:Hellenized in its 
conception of God. This preference comes through in Web appearances as 
an advocate for Eastern Orthodoxy and its antique .roots, a. traditlou whi<;;h 
Farrell understands maintains a strong continuity with ;m<;tent Israelite ·cui
tic practice. There is also an implicit advocacy for the reasonable poSsibility 
of an ancient catholic orthodoxy written between the lines in his popular 
works of al~ernati_ve .n0nfi~tjon.,l6 I_n this sens~ Fgrr~ll would be intrigued by 
the emphases in April beConick's reading of john. 

With r:egard to alternative nonfiction, Farrell has ten.books out, ~bree.tram
la.ted in.~o c,;;erman, along with a new DVD.17 These publications appeal to an 
audience interested in alternative hiStory and archeology: the Gr:eatPyramid 
as an ancient weapon .constructed on Tesla-like p:r:inciples for: u_se ~ga.inst 
an~ient a.stropauts from 'Mt;trs t;tncl els~wh~re; current fringe physics retriev
ing an~jent antigravity technology; Nazi plots involving weaportized anti
gravity research; Nazi flying saucers jn the southern hemisphere today; the 
Nazi experimental saucer crash disaster at Roswell in 194?; bankers' plots to 
.s\.l.pp.r~ss general knowledge Qf aciv<Jnced technology; "paleoancient" atomic 
war on earth; alchemy and Hermetic writings and Neoplatonic doctrines of 
emanation as JUJ.cfen.t metaphori~al en.coding of ·b.alf-tmderstQod t;tdvanced 
physics from our remote extraterrestrial ancestors who fought interplane
tary wars three million plus years ago before disappearing and leavtng our 
remotest civiliz_ed qnce_stors (l~ft behinci to struggle as novices on earth) half
·CQll!PfELhen<;iing what they were unable to explicate in rigorous mathemati
cal terms -that is, a,hyper- or multi-dimensional physics that can potentially 
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account for ancient tales of miracles, and strange occurrences, including 
angels and demons that exist in multiple dimensions as plasma or electron 
clouds.18 Though his work is shot through with conspiracism, Farrell is anti
Nazi and pro-Jewish, putting the evil Nazis past and present in the place 
where cori'ventiortal tonspiracists used tb -putthe JeWish population, that is, as 
the bad guys. In his publications to date, FarreWs conspiracism falls into that 
rare category defined by Michael Batkurt: "Conspiracy theories that reject 
anti-=Semitism and portray Jews·.entirely-asvictims are a·relatively minor area 
ofthe literature:' Farrell is striving valiantly to increase the number of pages 
so denominated.19 

THE RESULTS 

In our first approach to the Farrell. phenomenon, the method has not been to 
lobk for "facts" behind Farrell's Web presence, Instead, it has been to map the 
public features and functioning of the Whole, taking claims at face value. In so 
doing, the obvious· matter requiring attention was the overtones and evalua
tion ofFarr~ll's double track, that is, his Eastern patristics·identity Connected 
with a negative reading of Western modernity and. Western theology on the 
olie hand;· and, on the other hand, Farrell's inc:reasingly unusual series of sce
n'arios in his popular writings, ranging as they do from ancient astronauts to 
contemporary Nazi conspiracies involving weaporiized antfgtavity technol
ogy and flying saucers. 

·our resUlts include the folloW:ing·findings: 

1. 'Farrell works with categories such as Tran.stheisrrt, Hrdden History and 
Gnosticism, but ina way politically and. culturally in polar opposition to the cat
egories of the postmodem academy and mainstream or offiCial culture. The 
postmodern: academy and mainstream culture fuse leftist rhetoric with the 
realities of a corporate. financial basis composed of transnational military and 
economic enterprise. und~r strong government direction. This requires the 
destruction of historic personal and C6if1111tirial identity tht6tigh indoctrina
tion and, if necessary, re-education of marginalization of troublemakers aqd 
dissenters objecting to globalist reductionism. Fa_rr·ell·emerges as a voice of 
populist protest in the face of this process, as his interest in the banking artd 
corporate aspect of cohspiracism shows/0 This backward-Iooking·personal and 
communal identity, el).compassing an attachment to the·most archaic version 
of ecclesiastical institutionalism, grounds and sli.apes Farrell's learned and pop
ular stance as a populist and American traditionalist alternative critic of con
temporarytrends. He even claims additional weight and perspective because 
his perspective is pre-American and.indeed in a sense·pre-Eut6pean antique. 

Notably, in Farrell's popular works, Nazis tome on stage._and pursue· a 
Neoplatbnized, philosophical kind of Transtheism derived from medieval 
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rriiS~Jld~rsta.ndings of true Christian, theology- that long ago had been theo
lQgic_illly diverted. This results in the perception th'at the ·~ntire West be{Qre 
the Nazis had been distracte.d into .the peripber<!l anq trqgi~ pursuit of what 
Neoplatonism re<!lly w.as, mistaking Neoplatonism for the true theology lead
ing to the living God. In Farrellian context, this implies a d!=!vast<!ting critiqJJe 
of current theory and "praxis" .in Am.e_rica.u .For Farr~ll, Western history-is; the 
Hidden: His.tory of the repl~cement of original Christianity with Hellenization 
through Neoplatonizing. This leads. to increasingly .alarming pl_lfSJ,tits of the 
teal content o(Neoplatonism. by th~ the9logj<;~lly derailed and deranged iri the 
W.es.t. Bul wha.t e:J:Cactly does Farrelhake Neoplatonisr'n to be or to.have b~en? 

2. What Neoplatonism. really was, according to far:rell, and also what the 
Hermetic corpus and much of ancieut ·I;:gypttan lore. really were, and what 
alchemy really was, is the hqlf-t.mderstoQd, metaphorical encoding of a "leg
ac:y" preserved semi-intact from a "paleoancient" and. in part e~tr~terrestrtal 
"dono~" civilization. This d_onor ci.vHL:z;<!tion WqS incredibly advanced in phys
ics ami technology and it knew the trapscendent ~od of ,Abraham in sqme 
sense. More than three million years ago the do.nor cjyili~_atjol} fought wars on 
earth and elsewher~ in the solar system~ Later alchemical and Hermetic pur
sujts constituted a desperate encoding of this once rigoro.us science in <! form 
thatprir'nitive human cultur:es.cotild preserve, han~ on,_and 9o things with.22 

As for Nazis past and current, whether in Germany or from their bases in 
Argentina, they have been pursuing attempts to retrieve this ancient tech
nology of antigravity and alchemical transmutation of elements for evil pur
poses. They have been misled· like all of Latin Europe by th.~ confusion .of 
Neoplatonism as a. rn~tapb.gr for q9van!;ed physics with .the totally distinct 
theQlogy of the true God.23 W:hile this content of Ne.oplatonism and othe:r 
ancient works like the Hermetic corpus co:nstit~tes a physics in itself.neutral, 
(or the Nafis and·their European predecessors, it is.dangerous .. The pursuit of 
power in technology intoxicates if one lacks prope~ religio-rno.rii} s<JJ~guards, 

Thus, in Farrell's versipn of .the medieval West, the true God was r~placed 
with a phi}psQppical principle of divine simplicity borrowed .from Neo'
platonism. Neoplatonisr'n itself was a series of metaphor:s .for a .rigon:ms pbysiq 
based on the notion of a "manipulable" ".aetheric" "sJll?strate" "underlying" 
all phenomenal reality Jn all ;pos.sible Wliverses or dimensions. 24 Thus it is for 
Farrell n.ot all that startling th~t the Western world has gotten into a series of 
predicaments. 

3, f;xaPiination ofFarrell's alternative nonfiction shows that it does not con~ 
tradictthe possibility of a rationally upheld supern<!tur<llist version of ancient 
catholi~ oxthogo~y. In fact, one can argue. that subtle apologetic for the 
rational possibility of classic Christianity within the framework of a,qva,nceg 
and fringe physics is part of the Farrell phenom:enon. CtJtt!ng-edge and fringe 
versions of physjc_s, iqtr9~Uced ip equatjon-ridden detail,_ sup_port for Farrell 
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the implicit suggestion that ChrLstian supernaturalist claims will eventually 
prove consistent with advanced consensus science. No preaching intrudes 
into the popular books, merely nints of this, such as the claim that ancient 
astronauts knew of tlie God later revealed in the Bible, or the suggestion that 
angels and demons can be rationally understood as existing in a plasma or 
electrort tloud state having a. temporal start but no ·terminus.25 More impor
tant is the fact that despite his own fascination with advanced technological 
and physics hypotheses, or: perhaps because of it, Farrell puts his narratives 
and hypotheses concerning technology into a conventionalmoralizing frame
work of evaluation and distancing. This framework is one 'in which, in typical 
postwar fashion, the unspeakable evil of the Nazis constitutes the tent pole of 
a decidedly non-Eliadeah moral uniVerse. FartellianNazis are evil tnisusers of 
intellig-ence and diligence and ancient lore once donated to "legacy" cfviliza
tions.26 However-extremethe fascination with the power of a morally neutral 
technology, however unknown the other Forces that may lurk at the edge of 
the universe for Farrell's as yet unwritten scenarios, nonetheless the .reader 
comes up against reminders that the Fairellian universe iS a morally famil
iar one. His villains are familiar figures of evil, stock ite·ms cbnstitut'ing the 
moral coordinates of a contemporary America that is perhaps multicultural 
but forever post-']udaeo-Chtistian, forever marked' by cultural assumptions of 
good versus evil and of the polarity of the ·Nazi versus the ]udaeo-Christiah 
heritage. 

4. In view of this - constructing a popular alternative nonfiCtion series iri 
which conventional morality and obstinate inSistence oh openness to con
ventional christian transcendence are upheld - we are thus ·entitled to report 
a not insignificant further finding on the .basis of our survey. The writings 
and Web presence of Farrell constitUte ah eXception to the claim of Andreas 
Gri.inschlog, according to which ancient astronaut narratives inevitably and 
by inherent nature tend toward a simple kind of "Euhetfieristit" unmasking.27 

GrunschloB, looking at pre-Farreliian ancient astronaut material, argues for 
seeing tliere a "disenchantment" in which contemporary fascination with 
tethnology.and its power must take the place of conventional religion even for 
those such as Zecharia Sitchin. They apparently began their adveritufes with 
anCient astronauts noping that retrieval of eve·nt-referentiality for ancient 
extraordinary or mythic narratives would end· by retrieving religiosity.28 The 
outcome has proven disappointing and religiously limited, says Gri.inSchloB. 
While Gri.inschloB has chronicled the emergence of forms of pallid religios
ity and the growth of "post-scientific" and "post-reffgious" UFO religions or 
cults, his assessment appears to 'be that this enterprise is largely inCompat
ible with conventional religiosity given its foregrounding of fascination with 
technology, and-unfulfilling in -the long run. At this stage, however, one may 
call for a bit of revisio!l in this area;29 While Farrell's alternative -nonfiction 
occasionally opens the theology portal slightly, his inaiil move has nothing to 
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do with direct inje:cting of divine action or a co~m!~i?:ed .sot~riol0gy or explicit 
·discussjon of cqnv~nttc.>nc:tl thei$rp._. Instead Farrell wrenches the .narrative of 
?ncient !:lStronauts, fringe physics, pursuit of alchemy, crystalline lattices, 
UFOs, anti-gravity propulsion, and Tesla-esque weaponry out of tb.e qo_majp 
of morally ambiguous sctence fiction ?nd sets it within the most conventional 
of .American moralizing frameworks. So the case of Farrell necessitates some 
rethinking, as· Farrell self-consciously and_ reflec_tively mitigC1t~s his 9wn fa~
,cin;l.tiop with technology \:lnd physics by consistently installing around these 
topics a strong framework of a conventional moral nature, a .framework joined 
to a desire to· uphold a place for the conventiona.lly tran~~emkot an9 theistic. 

MATTERS FOR ADDITIONAL EXPLORATION· 

Fqr the LaJ:irJ. West ~d !it~ secularity, contends Farrell, the real hidden nar~ 
.rative is the narrative of the forgetting qf the God of Abraham and the substitutiQD 
of a seductive but truncated and lJlisleqcling gl{egqrica1 ?nrgding of the principl?s of 
~qyqm:ed physic$ for true theology and true worship. Farrell argues that ah:eady 
with Augustine the direction is set with a .fateful cpncentrqtion on "<1n Lllcr~as
ingly impersonal unity" in q0d, wb.i~h pays nQ attention to th~ "Monarchy" of 
the .first Person of the Trinity30 This direction appears as part of a Western, 
Gnosticizing, Hellenizing conce·ntration on divine simplicity. "ObsessJQlJ. witb 
divine simplicity" is fqr Fprrell a theological wi.suncl~r~tanding that, rooted 
in Neoplatonism and the alleged encoding of "paleoancient" technology, 
legds tlw West to produce theological thinkers like Tillich, and Sorcerer's 
Apprentice technology. It results in a slide· toward philosophical 1119.nism in. 
the. Wes.t, a d.edeQsjcm gWflY from concentr?tiop. on a persona~, transcend
ent God known to Abraham and to the Christian Church from Jesus as it~ 
founder through the ecumenical_ patriarchaJes and <;:reeds. So triumphed the 
A,ugustinianized, Neoplatonized, simplicity-in-God-obsessed movement spon
sored by the .power drive of Charlemagne and his ecclesiastical, take.-oveJ 
of the Latin world. T-his triumph, accon:ling to F<!rrell. w;;ts <;>ver an original 
Christian e!Jlph,asjs tpat survives in the Eastern Churches, which have rej_ected 
ppilosophicaLHellenization consistently.31 FaFrell declar.es, with regard to the 
difference separating Christendom before Charlemagne from Augustinianized 
Christendom and faith after Charlemagne: the~e am.ount to "~w0 Eur0pes" 
th<1t "w.or$hip c#ffer?nt C?9ds." Farrell explains: 

at its core the Second Europe [imbue(~. with Frankish, Augustinian, Neo
platonized theology] is pagan, for it worships a pagan definition of 
God ... From the standpoint of the Firs.t [ancient· ap,d Bnantine] 
,Europe ... the Second is in the continual process of actualizing the 
unwitting, but nevertheless·, great apostasy .... in the system of 
Al!gustine. Even its "bold" and "radical" modern "reinterpreters" 
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of Chris_tianity - ah Elaine Pagels or a Rudolph [sic] Bultmann bra 
Julius Wellhausen-'- are less revolutionary tnan they think,Jor they 
are as much products of the Second Hellenization as their mediae
val forefathers.3~ 

Farrell's "hidden 'history" - his populist-alternative cortstruttiofi - appears 
transgressive in its devaluation of the Western trajectory toward modernity 
and its elevation of a "non-Hellenized" version of anCient catholic ortho
doxy said to persist in the Byzantine and Russian traditions.33 Sb ih his theo
logiCal writings Farrell tart t6ilstruct a transgressive implied ledger in which 
t~1.0se on the wrong side include Elaine Pagels, Rudolf Bultmann, Paul Tillich 
and most of the Popes from the time of Charlemagne forward, not to mention 
the_ inner circle of the Nazi SS- though, to be.sure, constructing such a book
keeping balance depends on the active faculties of the alert reader. Modernity, 
Western theological pseudo-orthodoxy· or pseudo-conservatism, the feminist 
retrieval-of Gnosticism, and the Nazis all suffer from the same degenerative 
pathology·for Farrell. Farrell brings forward the specter of a "hidden history;; 
pointing to secret Nazi development of technology later coming into general 
use, a development connected with his claim that a post-war Nazi conspiracy 
lies behind the aUeged,Roswell UFO episode of1947.34 

All this could be studied< in greater depth were resources available. What 
could .tall' loudest .for detailed treatment are the following points. First, one 
could look into the details of'how Farrell's Heinrich Himmler was allegedly 
captivated by purported mystic schemes for _ss retrieval of "paleoancient"· 
technology that could (if 'I do not misunderstand?) allow reconstituting .of 
extraterrestrial Nordic forebears according to a Germanized worldview frame:
work - a framework that; in some of its features emerges as looking not too 
distant from a Germanic-veneered version of Paul Tillich., here taking a broad 
but notunr:eas6nable reading ofFarrellian texts and their implications.35 

Then; second, one could go into Farrell's use of themes from Rene Adolphe 
Schwaller de Lubicz and Paul LaViolette. to put forward a notion of"paleoan
cient" rigorous physics later encoded for the use of less advanced "legacy 
civilizations" ·in Egypt and elsewhere. This rigorous physics is related. to an 
infinitely "manipulable" "aetheric" "substrate" of reality and, for ·Farrell, not 
only retrievable in practi_ce potentially, but also capable of being modeled by 
adapting the mathematical language of topology.36 Here; thoUgh, we are not 
engaged in exercises in mathematrcs_ however extended. Therefore we dose 
on a different note. 

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN? 

To those making their first acquaintance with the Farrell phenomenon, it may 
appear so anomalous as to defy comprehension. Recalling the remarkable 
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details, we may· wonder about the entire matter. We, 'however, find cause. to 
take Farrell as serious when he adopts a stance in which he can combine his 
propounding of increasingly unusual alternative scenarios with his public 
role as representative of ancient catholic orthodoxy.37 Thus we ask where t}J.~ 
appeal of this Farrellian mix lies for its author and its consumers, especially 
as the more baroque material here joins with Eastern Orthodox theology and 
religious praCtice - which, however unusual it may appear, still-constitutes 
only an imperfect simulacrum of the highly contemporary exotic cults that 
truly belong in the "cultic milieu" or the New-Age related inner sanctum of" 
alternative spiritualities. Why, then, the farrell saga with its particular com
ponents? On reflection there occur two possibilities, not mutually exclusive, 
here leaving out of consideration the limited financial reward for the author. 

The first is cast in the terms of the Foucauldian academy, where strug
gle for power and dominance underlies alf "contestation"38 between myths 
and linguistic coges, Perhg.p$ q sizable part of the non-university population 
pays limited attention to official narratives, instead taking an instinctive cue 
as if they had beeh reading Nietzsche on myth, but myth in its applfcation 
with a political and socio-cultural valence opposite to that of the contempo
rary university. So in popular culture one encounters myths t}J_a(~mpower a 
populist populace ·r:atheJ than tmiverstty professors, theoreticians of commu
nity organizing, mainstream journalists, and government officials, implying 
a worldview and a politics radically at variance with those of today's estab
lishment power structure - instead, the worldview and politics arising from 
a non-mainstream, American populist culture~ After all, we have'been dealing 
wit~ a writer of Christian profile who (at one place or ·another) puts Elaine 
Pagels and RudolfBultrrtailh into the same implied ledger column as Heinrich 
Himmler.39 That constitutes a populist rejection of quite a bit.40 

·Perhaps the first·possibility is too hard to envision or accept. If so, consider 
another, summed up in the words of Alphonse de Lamartine fn the Chamber of 
Deput~es: "Messieurs, la France s'ennuie/"41 Perhaps, like France, the general pub
lic is bored. For. the accepted academic view of the origins of the human spe"" 
cies arid human societies and the status of cultural rules is so boring, so-banal 
in its implications; that it will perpetually spawn alternate accounts - sim
ply be<;ause the official account, with its gradual processes and calculatedly 
unsurprising celebration of uniformitarianism and expectation of uniformity 
everywhere in physical processes _and rules o.f tb~ politically iHlQ <;l,llturally 
acceptable,_ offer$ little in the way of reward for non-elite, non:..guild ... members 
who accept it.42 it is not simply that the political result of official narratives 
and codes for much of the population seems to boil down to powerlessness 
repackaged as democracy; further, those narratives and codes reduce the 
importance of the human spirit and human moral purpose to sv~.h g. l~vel of 
amoral triviality and such a state of insignificant. loneliness :in the immedi
ate neighborhood of earth that all the Carl Sagans and Richard·oawkinses and 
Stephen jay Goulds and james Randis andjohn'Rawlses imaginaole will never 
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be able to close out the desperate quest for· exciting 'artd satisfying alterna
tives, quite.possibly .the wilder the better. 
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NOTES 

1. This investigation concerns the print and online image of joseph P. Farrell, making no 
clailll fo iqvestigafe facts supporting or altering that image. Popular culture aspects 
-r~main in yiew thz:oughQl1t. for Farrell himself, see, for example, farrell (1987a; 1997; 
2001a, 2006c; n.d.). See also farrell (2001a: 69-78; 2003; 2005a: 13, 74, 81-2; 2005b; 

.. 2006a': 192-5;.199; 2006b; 2007a: 252,325-6,413, 416f; 2008d: 267, 388; 2009a: 277; 2010a: 
245; 1987b; 1989; 200lb); Anonymous (2008); Farrell (2010a, 2010b); Anonymous (n.d.a); 
Farrell (1996); Anonyrpous (n.d.b); Farrell (1987b, 2008b, 2008c, 2007b, 2009b, 2009c); 
Rubinstein (2008: 164, 194 n. 50); Farrell (1997: 104, 318, 319) citesTillich1s "abyss of 
everything specific.~.· for classic beyond and above; passages, see Tillich (1948: 136-'49; 
1966; 1968: 51; 2000: 186, 188). 

Background: seeJor example Clayton (2000). My interest in farrell has been intensi
fied by t!Je fact that farrell, despite his hypotheses, was not completely dismissed in 
the one secondary work of repute that took notice of him. This was historian Professor 
William D. Rubinstein's eminently skeptical work, Shadow Pasts: History's Mysteries. 
Rubinstein disposes of'all manner of legends and myths. However, with regard to joseph 
Farrell's portrayal of.the Great Pyramid as, in Rubinstein's words, "actually a weapon of 
some kind, employing Tesla-style scal"r impulse waves;' Rubinstein appears stumped, 
saying simply that Farrell's three books on the Great Pyramid are full of "innumerable 
sCientific equations and the like, which make his work difficult to assess" (Rubinstein 
2008: 164). Li~ewise, with regard to farrell's claim that, as Rubinstein writes, "both 
the Nazis and the Japanese set offatoniic bombs in 19'14-45: before the first Ainericah 
a~Oll!ic ljomb;' Rubinstein appears· not to know what to conclude, simply saying that 
farrell "employs a wealth of intriguing evidence, making it impossible to dismiss" 
(Rubinstein 2008: 194, n. 50). Perhaps farrell could open up more. than popular culture, 
or perhaps destroy all criteria of conventional objection altogether. But first to the issue 
ofpopular culture here. for a useful treatment of ancient astronaut notions but with no 
.particular mention of farrell, see also Fritze (2009, esp. 211-14) on Zecharia Sitchfn and 
the problems with his claims. Refer. as. well as to Anonymous (n.dJ); Hoagland & Bara 
(2009 ); Anonymous (n.d.f); and Griinschlo8 (2003). 

2. Anonymous (n.d.g}; West et al. (1992); Strl!USS (1988); Codevilla (2010). 
3. E.g. farrell (1997: 207-3'!1, 546, 746, 881). 
4. See Noory (n.d.); farrell (2007b, 2007c, 2010b). • 
5. farrell (2006c); 
6. Barkun (2003). And seethis standard observation.in.CampbelL(1998!122-3), with ref

erence to Camgbell (1972: 122): "The term cultic milieu was coined by Colin Campbell 
.to refer to a society's devial).t belief systems and practices and their. associated 
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collectivities, institutions, individuals, and media of communication. He described. it 
as including 'the wodds of the occult and the magical, of spiritualism and psychic phe-
nomena, of mysticism and new thought, of alien intelligences and lost civilizations, of 
faith healing ahd nature cure."' See also Partridge (2005). As Gleig_{2007: 33) notes, for 
Partridge, ·"occulture" signifies "the dynamic array of alternative spiritual ideas, prac
tices and methodologies which is both fer:tilized and. disseminated by popular culture 
and bears .witness to the extraordinary confluence of secularization and sacralization 
occurring in mode'rh. culture. At the heart of this. is the 'subjective turn': the _rejec
tion of duties, obligations, and external authority in favot of the privileging of the self 
as the locus of meaning and_ value. Where critics find· self-indulgence, inauthenticity, 
and appropriation, Partridge unearths individual responsibility, sincerity, and creative 
'bricolage' as he traverses through the increasingly populated landscapes of holistic 
healing, ecology, paganism, and the more exotic. terrains of cyber$pitituality,.the sac" 
ralization of psychedelics, Ufoism,_and demonology, arriving finally at the 'eschat_o
logical re-enchantinent' of apocalypticism, millennialism, and millenarianism:' 

7. Cf. Campbell (199.8: 122-3), with r:efer:ence to Campbell (1972: 122). ·Fqr the "cultic 
milieu," see Campbell (1998: 122-3), with reference to Campbell (1972: 122). 

8., Partridge (~005: 1.186-7). 
9. Partridge'(2005: 1.186-7). 

10. Cf. Worthing (1996). 
11. ,Farrell (2007b). See also Farrell (2009c; 1997: 64, 104, 138, 207-311, 319, 412, 425-6, 448, 

508, 544; 546,549,581, 719, 723, 746, 863 rin. 64-102,866,872,881, 939f., 963, 967). 
12. Farrell (1997: 8, 6~, 65, 71, 87-9Q, 1Q~. 112, 117,.124, 136, 193, 201, '216, 278, 302,.309, 384, 

389, 399, 418, 426, 430, 45_4-6, 493, _622, 863 nn. 64-102, 86_6, 939-46, 958, 963, 967, 975); 
Cf. Farrell (2007b, 2009c, 2008e). 

13. ;Farrell (e.g. 1997) rejects some aspects of tl;ie reading of Gregory in johannes Quasten. 
However, as certain areas of Farrell the historical theologian are -unavailabl~ to me 
(I refuse to join Farrell's password-protected community), and.as. I am not myself a 
scholar of patr:istics,_I decline J:q give det~j]ed answers concerning Farrell's arguments 
for his evident thesis of a persistent immunity of Eastern .Orthodoxy to the kind of 
Hellenization attack held to have deformed Western faith, thought and practice o~er 
the lf!st twe_!Ve hundred yeats. Cf. Gtillmeier (1975: 423-88, 454-6); Yamauchi (1994); 
D .. H. Williams (1994); Heileman (1994); Row~ (1994); Drobner (2008); Altijner (1961: 519-
23); Wilken (1981); Meijering (1985: 141-:-2). Kipp~nberg (2002: 11) notes the similarity 
between Harnack:s attitude and Kant:s. Without mentioning pathology, M. A. Williams 
(1996/1999: 80) implies the diaGnostic mode. For Hellenization and the success of the 
East and the failure of the West in defeating it, see f<!rrell (~997: 8, 71, 87-90, 112, 117, 
124,136, 193,201,216,278,309,384,389,399,418,430,454~6,493, 622,946,958;975). 

14. See her contribution to this volume. 
15. See Farrell (1997; 5-6) on ancie!.lt catholic orthodoxy an9 the continuation of it in 

Byzantium and beyond: "For the First Europe ... then, God is literally-seen in a particu
lar historical tradition ... It is no mere 'God-in-general' Who is the Subject of the Vision 
of God, it is this God, for Ambros_e, Christ_ Incarnate. All of this is to say that the First 
Europe's Christianity has stamped on its very essence a 'quasi-Je"Y'ish' character ... " 

16. Farrell (1996); Anonymous (n.d.c); Anonymous (n.d.d); Farrell (2007b). Note the conver
gence of Fa_trell's conservative theology with the mention of his alternative interests 
in.Farrell (2006b), an. onli11e publi1=ati_qn of the C:aliforni~ Gradwte sc;.hool of Theology, 
describing Farrell as Professor and D. Phil., illustrating Farrell's m_overoent petween 
ancient Gnosticism and modern views approaching the characterization of them in 
Voegelin; note the concluding footnote, implying Farrell's work in alternate nonfic
tion can be taken as some.thing like. a cr:itical worl< of )icholarship. Also Aponymous 
(2008); Farrell (1996, 2009c); Anonymous (n.d.b). 
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17; See Farrell (2009e). 
18. Farrell (2007a:'325..;7); Ankerberg and Weldon (n.d.); also the citation of John Keel and 

the interdimensionaLhypothesis to support a Christian evangelical reading of UFOs 
as identical with classic demons in Gleghorn (n.d.); Anonymous (n.d.m); Anonymous 
(n.d.k); Vallee (1991); Eyre (2009). On John Keel, seeJeffKripal's essay in_this volume. 
See also Cook (2001); Witkowski (2003); Cornwell (2004); Karlsch.(2005, 2007). 

19. ·Barkun (2003: 141); cf. Goodrick,clarke (2002: 165). Readers curious about character
izing the Farrell·phenomenon as "populist" and "pro-JeWish" rtote: prescriptiOIJ.S on 
US foreign policy ate scant. Farrell's material~ of March 1, 2010 falls into the category 
in Barkur,t; see farrell (2007a: 310, 80; 2008a: 413, 12-29). Here no assessment is made of 
Farrell's book and other publications from 2010. For conspiracism iri general, see Mintz 
(1985: 199). 

20. Farr.¢ll (2010b; 2008c); and see above .. Refer also in general to Gray (1995). 
21. See above. Farrell (2007b, 2009c). Popular: Farrell (:Zoosb, 2008a, 2008c, 2008d, 2006a, 

2009a). 
22. Farrell (2005a: 109, 127; 2009a: 48). Farrell (2001b:-91 n. 93): "such a position more or 

less posits that the. Biblical God was more or less the-God of the putative ancient Very 
High Civilization. Making that case would be a complex ... undertaking far beyond the 
purview of this work." Farrell (2007a: 301-23) mentions two "creations.;' See Farrell 
(2001a: 289f.); Farrell (2007a: 411-12), where relatives of human beings should be 
supposed as having existed or existing on other planets. For' the apparent view that 
creatures in the Very High Civilization of paleoailtiquity ih effect served the God of 
Abraham: farrell (2001a: 91 n. 93). Cf. Kardashev (1985); Anonymous (n.d.n). Regarding 
'~Legacy": Farrell (2007a: 30-n. 11; 2003: 21; 20.05a: 13); Barkun (2003: 199f.); LaViolette 
(1995); Farrell (2009b; 2009a: 47); Farrell (2001a: 6, 61, 66, 6_7; 69-70,132,196, 210; 2005a: 
196, 209, 222-6); on dating the ancient cosmic war at three million, two hundred-thou
sand years ago, see Farrell (2007a: 41Sff.). 

23. Farrell (2008d, 2009a); on: Hitler-'s possible escape: Farrell (2008b); Argentina: Farrell 
(2009d; 2006a: 169-71; 200Sb: 152-4; 2006a: 342; 2009a; 2005a: 226); _Goodrick-Clarke 
.(2002: 151); Flowers and.Moynihan-(2001). 

24. LaViolette (1995); Farrell (2009b; 20Ma: 47, 80; 2003: 265-9; 2001a: 6, 61, 67, 132, 210). 
25. See above. Farrell (2007a: 301-23), two distinct "creations"; Farrell':(2001a: 289f., 91 n. 

93), possible paleoantique·service o£ the·God of Abraham; Farrell (2007a:. 411-12), close 
relatives of human beings existed or existing on ·other planets. Farrell has not pro
duced a full-scale appropriation of Jacques Vallee or John Keel for purposes of com
pletely vindicating Christian demonology; he knows the writings of the former. 

26. Farrell (2005b, 2006a; 2008a, 2009a). 
27. GriinschloJS-(2006: 15-16, 21), citing Marco Frertschkowskl. 
28. See GriinschloJS (2006). On Sitchin: Kilgannon (2010); Lewis (2003: 117,127). On options· 

in UFO worldviews: Partridge (2005: 2.165-206, 263-70); Anonymous (n.d.t). 
29. See GriinschloJS (2006: 20). 
30. Farrell (1997: 316-17). 
31. ~ee Farrell (1997: 8, 71, 87~90, 112,117, 124,136, 193, ·201; 216, 278, '309, 384, 389, 399, 

418, 430, 454'-6, 493,-622, '946, 958, 975). Farrell finds iri this oosession with a simple 
power beyond the God in scripture a Transtheism, however without the exact word. 
Ofl this, Fatrell cites Paul Tillich, affirming that. for Tillich "the simplicity is 'the abyss 
of everything specific."' See Farrell (1997: 104, 318-19); Tillich (i968: 51). Farrell (1997: 
60) moves ina similar direction when speaking of Gnosticism and its "gods-behind
God." For "God beyond God," see also McGinn (1981). 

32. Farrell (2007b). 
33. Farrell (1997: 87,90-96,99,112,120,124,161-9,193,201,216,232,309,339, 384). 
34. See Farrell (2010a: 245; cf. 2005b). 
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35. Farrell (2009a: 259). 
36. Farrell (2005a: 209, 222-6; 2009a: 36, 80; 200~a: 6, 66f., 69f., 132, 210); LaViolette (1995); 

Farrell (2009b; 2009a: 47; 2003: 265-9). Significant for Farrell is twentieth-century 
occultist/"alternative Egyptologist" Rene Adolphe Schwaller de Lubicz (1887-1961), 
whose work on the Temple at Luxor, Farrell takes to show ancient Egypt possessed an 
important physics legacy from a preceding, "donor" civilization, wherever headquar
tered, summed up in a complex concept of a "topological metaphor;, for the aether 
or primary medium that can be rendered in "the mathematical language of harmon
ics" such that, at the start, "the updifferen,tiated medium" can be represented as "an· 
undifferentiated hyperset" susceptible of varied subsequent differentiation, with the 
result that - as later alchemists grasped semi-metaphorically .,. matter can he. ''back-· 
engineered;' even as Egyptian magiCians knew to apply these principles for "analogi
cal action at a distance." (Here closely following the language of Farrell.) See Farrell, 
(2005a: 109, 127; 2009a: 36, 48). Rubinstein (2008, 195 n. 64) observes that Schwaller de 
Lubicz emerges "as the father of unorthodox Egyptology." "Legacy": see above. 

37. Or, I do not read Farrell's writings as stimulated by Kierkegaard's reaction to the possi
bility of human demonstrations concerning God and divine existence; see Kierkegaard 
(1985: 34): "What an excellent subject for a comedy of the higher lunacy!" 

38. Cf. Harrington (1983). See also Cornel West in Anonymous·(n.d.h): "you have to fight 
in the life of the mind as well as fight in the streets, as well as fight in, the courts, as 
well as fight in congress and the White House. Every site is a sight [sic] of contestation. 
There are various forms of weaponry ... Because we are on. the battlefield, and there 
are bullets·flying, some symbqli<;, some literal and the life of the mind is a crucial place 
where .the battle goes on:' 

39. Farrell (1997: 8, 64, 6S, 71, 87-9o, 106, 112, i17, 124, 136, 193, 201, 216, 278, 302, 309, 384, 
389, 399, 418, 426, 430, 454-6, 493, 622, 863 nn. 64-102, 866, 939-46, 95'8, 963, 967, 975); 
Cf. Farrell (2007b, 2009c, 2008e). 

40. It might not be far off to see Farrell's career as reacting to the dechristianization of 
America,:Cf. Gress (1998); Kaufmann (2004): 

41. See Whitehouse (2007: 2.SO, 171) .for variations on this passage, with pW)ctuation 
adapted. 

42. On "basi<:: threads in motivation and fascination" with regard to ancient astronaut 
"discourse," refer to the description of "A lay-people's revolt against the academic 
establishment;' in Griinschlo!S (2006: 15): "Following the ubiquitous reverence to. 
Schliemann, the Paleo-SET! endeavors are attempts to participate in academic dis
courses as emancipated lay individuals, who are frustrated by the compartmentalized 
specialization and the arrogant self-c~?rtpinty 9f e~tablished academic discourses and 
who want to be heard in their new attempt at re-evaluating 'damned' data." 
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the implicit suggestion that ChrLstian supernaturalist claims will eventually 
prove consistent with advanced consensus science. No preaching intrudes 
into the popular books, merely nints of this, such as the claim that ancient 
astronauts knew of tlie God later revealed in the Bible, or the suggestion that 
angels and demons can be rationally understood as existing in a plasma or 
electrort tloud state having a. temporal start but no ·terminus.25 More impor
tant is the fact that despite his own fascination with advanced technological 
and physics hypotheses, or: perhaps because of it, Farrell puts his narratives 
and hypotheses concerning technology into a conventionalmoralizing frame
work of evaluation and distancing. This framework is one 'in which, in typical 
postwar fashion, the unspeakable evil of the Nazis constitutes the tent pole of 
a decidedly non-Eliadeah moral uniVerse. FartellianNazis are evil tnisusers of 
intellig-ence and diligence and ancient lore once donated to "legacy" cfviliza
tions.26 However-extremethe fascination with the power of a morally neutral 
technology, however unknown the other Forces that may lurk at the edge of 
the universe for Farrell's as yet unwritten scenarios, nonetheless the .reader 
comes up against reminders that the Fairellian universe iS a morally famil
iar one. His villains are familiar figures of evil, stock ite·ms cbnstitut'ing the 
moral coordinates of a contemporary America that is perhaps multicultural 
but forever post-']udaeo-Chtistian, forever marked' by cultural assumptions of 
good versus evil and of the polarity of the ·Nazi versus the ]udaeo-Christiah 
heritage. 

4. In view of this - constructing a popular alternative nonfiCtion series iri 
which conventional morality and obstinate inSistence oh openness to con
ventional christian transcendence are upheld - we are thus ·entitled to report 
a not insignificant further finding on the .basis of our survey. The writings 
and Web presence of Farrell constitUte ah eXception to the claim of Andreas 
Gri.inschlog, according to which ancient astronaut narratives inevitably and 
by inherent nature tend toward a simple kind of "Euhetfieristit" unmasking.27 

GrunschloB, looking at pre-Farreliian ancient astronaut material, argues for 
seeing tliere a "disenchantment" in which contemporary fascination with 
tethnology.and its power must take the place of conventional religion even for 
those such as Zecharia Sitchin. They apparently began their adveritufes with 
anCient astronauts noping that retrieval of eve·nt-referentiality for ancient 
extraordinary or mythic narratives would end· by retrieving religiosity.28 The 
outcome has proven disappointing and religiously limited, says Gri.inSchloB. 
While Gri.inschloB has chronicled the emergence of forms of pallid religios
ity and the growth of "post-scientific" and "post-reffgious" UFO religions or 
cults, his assessment appears to 'be that this enterprise is largely inCompat
ible with conventional religiosity given its foregrounding of fascination with 
technology, and-unfulfilling in -the long run. At this stage, however, one may 
call for a bit of revisio!l in this area;29 While Farrell's alternative -nonfiction 
occasionally opens the theology portal slightly, his inaiil move has nothing to 
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do with direct inje:cting of divine action or a co~m!~i?:ed .sot~riol0gy or explicit 
·discussjon of cqnv~nttc.>nc:tl thei$rp._. Instead Farrell wrenches the .narrative of 
?ncient !:lStronauts, fringe physics, pursuit of alchemy, crystalline lattices, 
UFOs, anti-gravity propulsion, and Tesla-esque weaponry out of tb.e qo_majp 
of morally ambiguous sctence fiction ?nd sets it within the most conventional 
of .American moralizing frameworks. So the case of Farrell necessitates some 
rethinking, as· Farrell self-consciously and_ reflec_tively mitigC1t~s his 9wn fa~
,cin;l.tiop with technology \:lnd physics by consistently installing around these 
topics a strong framework of a conventional moral nature, a .framework joined 
to a desire to· uphold a place for the conventiona.lly tran~~emkot an9 theistic. 

MATTERS FOR ADDITIONAL EXPLORATION· 

Fqr the LaJ:irJ. West ~d !it~ secularity, contends Farrell, the real hidden nar~ 
.rative is the narrative of the forgetting qf the God of Abraham and the substitutiQD 
of a seductive but truncated and lJlisleqcling gl{egqrica1 ?nrgding of the principl?s of 
~qyqm:ed physic$ for true theology and true worship. Farrell argues that ah:eady 
with Augustine the direction is set with a .fateful cpncentrqtion on "<1n Lllcr~as
ingly impersonal unity" in q0d, wb.i~h pays nQ attention to th~ "Monarchy" of 
the .first Person of the Trinity30 This direction appears as part of a Western, 
Gnosticizing, Hellenizing conce·ntration on divine simplicity. "ObsessJQlJ. witb 
divine simplicity" is fqr Fprrell a theological wi.suncl~r~tanding that, rooted 
in Neoplatonism and the alleged encoding of "paleoancient" technology, 
legds tlw West to produce theological thinkers like Tillich, and Sorcerer's 
Apprentice technology. It results in a slide· toward philosophical 1119.nism in. 
the. Wes.t, a d.edeQsjcm gWflY from concentr?tiop. on a persona~, transcend
ent God known to Abraham and to the Christian Church from Jesus as it~ 
founder through the ecumenical_ patriarchaJes and <;:reeds. So triumphed the 
A,ugustinianized, Neoplatonized, simplicity-in-God-obsessed movement spon
sored by the .power drive of Charlemagne and his ecclesiastical, take.-oveJ 
of the Latin world. T-his triumph, accon:ling to F<!rrell. w;;ts <;>ver an original 
Christian e!Jlph,asjs tpat survives in the Eastern Churches, which have rej_ected 
ppilosophicaLHellenization consistently.31 FaFrell declar.es, with regard to the 
difference separating Christendom before Charlemagne from Augustinianized 
Christendom and faith after Charlemagne: the~e am.ount to "~w0 Eur0pes" 
th<1t "w.or$hip c#ffer?nt C?9ds." Farrell explains: 

at its core the Second Europe [imbue(~. with Frankish, Augustinian, Neo
platonized theology] is pagan, for it worships a pagan definition of 
God ... From the standpoint of the Firs.t [ancient· ap,d Bnantine] 
,Europe ... the Second is in the continual process of actualizing the 
unwitting, but nevertheless·, great apostasy .... in the system of 
Al!gustine. Even its "bold" and "radical" modern "reinterpreters" 
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of Chris_tianity - ah Elaine Pagels or a Rudolph [sic] Bultmann bra 
Julius Wellhausen-'- are less revolutionary tnan they think,Jor they 
are as much products of the Second Hellenization as their mediae
val forefathers.3~ 

Farrell's "hidden 'history" - his populist-alternative cortstruttiofi - appears 
transgressive in its devaluation of the Western trajectory toward modernity 
and its elevation of a "non-Hellenized" version of anCient catholic ortho
doxy said to persist in the Byzantine and Russian traditions.33 Sb ih his theo
logiCal writings Farrell tart t6ilstruct a transgressive implied ledger in which 
t~1.0se on the wrong side include Elaine Pagels, Rudolf Bultmann, Paul Tillich 
and most of the Popes from the time of Charlemagne forward, not to mention 
the_ inner circle of the Nazi SS- though, to be.sure, constructing such a book
keeping balance depends on the active faculties of the alert reader. Modernity, 
Western theological pseudo-orthodoxy· or pseudo-conservatism, the feminist 
retrieval-of Gnosticism, and the Nazis all suffer from the same degenerative 
pathology·for Farrell. Farrell brings forward the specter of a "hidden history;; 
pointing to secret Nazi development of technology later coming into general 
use, a development connected with his claim that a post-war Nazi conspiracy 
lies behind the aUeged,Roswell UFO episode of1947.34 

All this could be studied< in greater depth were resources available. What 
could .tall' loudest .for detailed treatment are the following points. First, one 
could look into the details of'how Farrell's Heinrich Himmler was allegedly 
captivated by purported mystic schemes for _ss retrieval of "paleoancient"· 
technology that could (if 'I do not misunderstand?) allow reconstituting .of 
extraterrestrial Nordic forebears according to a Germanized worldview frame:
work - a framework that; in some of its features emerges as looking not too 
distant from a Germanic-veneered version of Paul Tillich., here taking a broad 
but notunr:eas6nable reading ofFarrellian texts and their implications.35 

Then; second, one could go into Farrell's use of themes from Rene Adolphe 
Schwaller de Lubicz and Paul LaViolette. to put forward a notion of"paleoan
cient" rigorous physics later encoded for the use of less advanced "legacy 
civilizations" ·in Egypt and elsewhere. This rigorous physics is related. to an 
infinitely "manipulable" "aetheric" "substrate" of reality and, for ·Farrell, not 
only retrievable in practi_ce potentially, but also capable of being modeled by 
adapting the mathematical language of topology.36 Here; thoUgh, we are not 
engaged in exercises in mathematrcs_ however extended. Therefore we dose 
on a different note. 

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN? 

To those making their first acquaintance with the Farrell phenomenon, it may 
appear so anomalous as to defy comprehension. Recalling the remarkable 
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details, we may· wonder about the entire matter. We, 'however, find cause. to 
take Farrell as serious when he adopts a stance in which he can combine his 
propounding of increasingly unusual alternative scenarios with his public 
role as representative of ancient catholic orthodoxy.37 Thus we ask where t}J.~ 
appeal of this Farrellian mix lies for its author and its consumers, especially 
as the more baroque material here joins with Eastern Orthodox theology and 
religious praCtice - which, however unusual it may appear, still-constitutes 
only an imperfect simulacrum of the highly contemporary exotic cults that 
truly belong in the "cultic milieu" or the New-Age related inner sanctum of" 
alternative spiritualities. Why, then, the farrell saga with its particular com
ponents? On reflection there occur two possibilities, not mutually exclusive, 
here leaving out of consideration the limited financial reward for the author. 

The first is cast in the terms of the Foucauldian academy, where strug
gle for power and dominance underlies alf "contestation"38 between myths 
and linguistic coges, Perhg.p$ q sizable part of the non-university population 
pays limited attention to official narratives, instead taking an instinctive cue 
as if they had beeh reading Nietzsche on myth, but myth in its applfcation 
with a political and socio-cultural valence opposite to that of the contempo
rary university. So in popular culture one encounters myths t}J_a(~mpower a 
populist populace ·r:atheJ than tmiverstty professors, theoreticians of commu
nity organizing, mainstream journalists, and government officials, implying 
a worldview and a politics radically at variance with those of today's estab
lishment power structure - instead, the worldview and politics arising from 
a non-mainstream, American populist culture~ After all, we have'been dealing 
wit~ a writer of Christian profile who (at one place or ·another) puts Elaine 
Pagels and RudolfBultrrtailh into the same implied ledger column as Heinrich 
Himmler.39 That constitutes a populist rejection of quite a bit.40 

·Perhaps the first·possibility is too hard to envision or accept. If so, consider 
another, summed up in the words of Alphonse de Lamartine fn the Chamber of 
Deput~es: "Messieurs, la France s'ennuie/"41 Perhaps, like France, the general pub
lic is bored. For. the accepted academic view of the origins of the human spe"" 
cies arid human societies and the status of cultural rules is so boring, so-banal 
in its implications; that it will perpetually spawn alternate accounts - sim
ply be<;ause the official account, with its gradual processes and calculatedly 
unsurprising celebration of uniformitarianism and expectation of uniformity 
everywhere in physical processes _and rules o.f tb~ politically iHlQ <;l,llturally 
acceptable,_ offer$ little in the way of reward for non-elite, non:..guild ... members 
who accept it.42 it is not simply that the political result of official narratives 
and codes for much of the population seems to boil down to powerlessness 
repackaged as democracy; further, those narratives and codes reduce the 
importance of the human spirit and human moral purpose to sv~.h g. l~vel of 
amoral triviality and such a state of insignificant. loneliness :in the immedi
ate neighborhood of earth that all the Carl Sagans and Richard·oawkinses and 
Stephen jay Goulds and james Randis andjohn'Rawlses imaginaole will never 
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be able to close out the desperate quest for· exciting 'artd satisfying alterna
tives, quite.possibly .the wilder the better. 
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NOTES 

1. This investigation concerns the print and online image of joseph P. Farrell, making no 
clailll fo iqvestigafe facts supporting or altering that image. Popular culture aspects 
-r~main in yiew thz:oughQl1t. for Farrell himself, see, for example, farrell (1987a; 1997; 
2001a, 2006c; n.d.). See also farrell (2001a: 69-78; 2003; 2005a: 13, 74, 81-2; 2005b; 

.. 2006a': 192-5;.199; 2006b; 2007a: 252,325-6,413, 416f; 2008d: 267, 388; 2009a: 277; 2010a: 
245; 1987b; 1989; 200lb); Anonymous (2008); Farrell (2010a, 2010b); Anonymous (n.d.a); 
Farrell (1996); Anonyrpous (n.d.b); Farrell (1987b, 2008b, 2008c, 2007b, 2009b, 2009c); 
Rubinstein (2008: 164, 194 n. 50); Farrell (1997: 104, 318, 319) citesTillich1s "abyss of 
everything specific.~.· for classic beyond and above; passages, see Tillich (1948: 136-'49; 
1966; 1968: 51; 2000: 186, 188). 

Background: seeJor example Clayton (2000). My interest in farrell has been intensi
fied by t!Je fact that farrell, despite his hypotheses, was not completely dismissed in 
the one secondary work of repute that took notice of him. This was historian Professor 
William D. Rubinstein's eminently skeptical work, Shadow Pasts: History's Mysteries. 
Rubinstein disposes of'all manner of legends and myths. However, with regard to joseph 
Farrell's portrayal of.the Great Pyramid as, in Rubinstein's words, "actually a weapon of 
some kind, employing Tesla-style scal"r impulse waves;' Rubinstein appears stumped, 
saying simply that Farrell's three books on the Great Pyramid are full of "innumerable 
sCientific equations and the like, which make his work difficult to assess" (Rubinstein 
2008: 164). Li~ewise, with regard to farrell's claim that, as Rubinstein writes, "both 
the Nazis and the Japanese set offatoniic bombs in 19'14-45: before the first Ainericah 
a~Oll!ic ljomb;' Rubinstein appears· not to know what to conclude, simply saying that 
farrell "employs a wealth of intriguing evidence, making it impossible to dismiss" 
(Rubinstein 2008: 194, n. 50). Perhaps farrell could open up more. than popular culture, 
or perhaps destroy all criteria of conventional objection altogether. But first to the issue 
ofpopular culture here. for a useful treatment of ancient astronaut notions but with no 
.particular mention of farrell, see also Fritze (2009, esp. 211-14) on Zecharia Sitchfn and 
the problems with his claims. Refer. as. well as to Anonymous (n.dJ); Hoagland & Bara 
(2009 ); Anonymous (n.d.f); and Griinschlo8 (2003). 

2. Anonymous (n.d.g}; West et al. (1992); Strl!USS (1988); Codevilla (2010). 
3. E.g. farrell (1997: 207-3'!1, 546, 746, 881). 
4. See Noory (n.d.); farrell (2007b, 2007c, 2010b). • 
5. farrell (2006c); 
6. Barkun (2003). And seethis standard observation.in.CampbelL(1998!122-3), with ref

erence to Camgbell (1972: 122): "The term cultic milieu was coined by Colin Campbell 
.to refer to a society's devial).t belief systems and practices and their. associated 
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collectivities, institutions, individuals, and media of communication. He described. it 
as including 'the wodds of the occult and the magical, of spiritualism and psychic phe-
nomena, of mysticism and new thought, of alien intelligences and lost civilizations, of 
faith healing ahd nature cure."' See also Partridge (2005). As Gleig_{2007: 33) notes, for 
Partridge, ·"occulture" signifies "the dynamic array of alternative spiritual ideas, prac
tices and methodologies which is both fer:tilized and. disseminated by popular culture 
and bears .witness to the extraordinary confluence of secularization and sacralization 
occurring in mode'rh. culture. At the heart of this. is the 'subjective turn': the _rejec
tion of duties, obligations, and external authority in favot of the privileging of the self 
as the locus of meaning and_ value. Where critics find· self-indulgence, inauthenticity, 
and appropriation, Partridge unearths individual responsibility, sincerity, and creative 
'bricolage' as he traverses through the increasingly populated landscapes of holistic 
healing, ecology, paganism, and the more exotic. terrains of cyber$pitituality,.the sac" 
ralization of psychedelics, Ufoism,_and demonology, arriving finally at the 'eschat_o
logical re-enchantinent' of apocalypticism, millennialism, and millenarianism:' 

7. Cf. Campbell (199.8: 122-3), with r:efer:ence to Campbell (1972: 122). ·Fqr the "cultic 
milieu," see Campbell (1998: 122-3), with reference to Campbell (1972: 122). 

8., Partridge (~005: 1.186-7). 
9. Partridge'(2005: 1.186-7). 

10. Cf. Worthing (1996). 
11. ,Farrell (2007b). See also Farrell (2009c; 1997: 64, 104, 138, 207-311, 319, 412, 425-6, 448, 

508, 544; 546,549,581, 719, 723, 746, 863 rin. 64-102,866,872,881, 939f., 963, 967). 
12. Farrell (1997: 8, 6~, 65, 71, 87-9Q, 1Q~. 112, 117,.124, 136, 193, 201, '216, 278, 302,.309, 384, 

389, 399, 418, 426, 430, 45_4-6, 493, _622, 863 nn. 64-102, 86_6, 939-46, 958, 963, 967, 975); 
Cf. Farrell (2007b, 2009c, 2008e). 

13. ;Farrell (e.g. 1997) rejects some aspects of tl;ie reading of Gregory in johannes Quasten. 
However, as certain areas of Farrell the historical theologian are -unavailabl~ to me 
(I refuse to join Farrell's password-protected community), and.as. I am not myself a 
scholar of patr:istics,_I decline J:q give det~j]ed answers concerning Farrell's arguments 
for his evident thesis of a persistent immunity of Eastern .Orthodoxy to the kind of 
Hellenization attack held to have deformed Western faith, thought and practice o~er 
the lf!st twe_!Ve hundred yeats. Cf. Gtillmeier (1975: 423-88, 454-6); Yamauchi (1994); 
D .. H. Williams (1994); Heileman (1994); Row~ (1994); Drobner (2008); Altijner (1961: 519-
23); Wilken (1981); Meijering (1985: 141-:-2). Kipp~nberg (2002: 11) notes the similarity 
between Harnack:s attitude and Kant:s. Without mentioning pathology, M. A. Williams 
(1996/1999: 80) implies the diaGnostic mode. For Hellenization and the success of the 
East and the failure of the West in defeating it, see f<!rrell (~997: 8, 71, 87-90, 112, 117, 
124,136, 193,201,216,278,309,384,389,399,418,430,454~6,493, 622,946,958;975). 

14. See her contribution to this volume. 
15. See Farrell (1997; 5-6) on ancie!.lt catholic orthodoxy an9 the continuation of it in 

Byzantium and beyond: "For the First Europe ... then, God is literally-seen in a particu
lar historical tradition ... It is no mere 'God-in-general' Who is the Subject of the Vision 
of God, it is this God, for Ambros_e, Christ_ Incarnate. All of this is to say that the First 
Europe's Christianity has stamped on its very essence a 'quasi-Je"Y'ish' character ... " 

16. Farrell (1996); Anonymous (n.d.c); Anonymous (n.d.d); Farrell (2007b). Note the conver
gence of Fa_trell's conservative theology with the mention of his alternative interests 
in.Farrell (2006b), an. onli11e publi1=ati_qn of the C:aliforni~ Gradwte sc;.hool of Theology, 
describing Farrell as Professor and D. Phil., illustrating Farrell's m_overoent petween 
ancient Gnosticism and modern views approaching the characterization of them in 
Voegelin; note the concluding footnote, implying Farrell's work in alternate nonfic
tion can be taken as some.thing like. a cr:itical worl< of )icholarship. Also Aponymous 
(2008); Farrell (1996, 2009c); Anonymous (n.d.b). 
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17; See Farrell (2009e). 
18. Farrell (2007a:'325..;7); Ankerberg and Weldon (n.d.); also the citation of John Keel and 

the interdimensionaLhypothesis to support a Christian evangelical reading of UFOs 
as identical with classic demons in Gleghorn (n.d.); Anonymous (n.d.m); Anonymous 
(n.d.k); Vallee (1991); Eyre (2009). On John Keel, seeJeffKripal's essay in_this volume. 
See also Cook (2001); Witkowski (2003); Cornwell (2004); Karlsch.(2005, 2007). 

19. ·Barkun (2003: 141); cf. Goodrick,clarke (2002: 165). Readers curious about character
izing the Farrell·phenomenon as "populist" and "pro-JeWish" rtote: prescriptiOIJ.S on 
US foreign policy ate scant. Farrell's material~ of March 1, 2010 falls into the category 
in Barkur,t; see farrell (2007a: 310, 80; 2008a: 413, 12-29). Here no assessment is made of 
Farrell's book and other publications from 2010. For conspiracism iri general, see Mintz 
(1985: 199). 

20. Farr.¢ll (2010b; 2008c); and see above .. Refer also in general to Gray (1995). 
21. See above. Farrell (2007b, 2009c). Popular: Farrell (:Zoosb, 2008a, 2008c, 2008d, 2006a, 

2009a). 
22. Farrell (2005a: 109, 127; 2009a: 48). Farrell (2001b:-91 n. 93): "such a position more or 

less posits that the. Biblical God was more or less the-God of the putative ancient Very 
High Civilization. Making that case would be a complex ... undertaking far beyond the 
purview of this work." Farrell (2007a: 301-23) mentions two "creations.;' See Farrell 
(2001a: 289f.); Farrell (2007a: 411-12), where relatives of human beings should be 
supposed as having existed or existing on other planets. For' the apparent view that 
creatures in the Very High Civilization of paleoailtiquity ih effect served the God of 
Abraham: farrell (2001a: 91 n. 93). Cf. Kardashev (1985); Anonymous (n.d.n). Regarding 
'~Legacy": Farrell (2007a: 30-n. 11; 2003: 21; 20.05a: 13); Barkun (2003: 199f.); LaViolette 
(1995); Farrell (2009b; 2009a: 47); Farrell (2001a: 6, 61, 66, 6_7; 69-70,132,196, 210; 2005a: 
196, 209, 222-6); on dating the ancient cosmic war at three million, two hundred-thou
sand years ago, see Farrell (2007a: 41Sff.). 

23. Farrell (2008d, 2009a); on: Hitler-'s possible escape: Farrell (2008b); Argentina: Farrell 
(2009d; 2006a: 169-71; 200Sb: 152-4; 2006a: 342; 2009a; 2005a: 226); _Goodrick-Clarke 
.(2002: 151); Flowers and.Moynihan-(2001). 

24. LaViolette (1995); Farrell (2009b; 20Ma: 47, 80; 2003: 265-9; 2001a: 6, 61, 67, 132, 210). 
25. See above. Farrell (2007a: 301-23), two distinct "creations"; Farrell':(2001a: 289f., 91 n. 

93), possible paleoantique·service o£ the·God of Abraham; Farrell (2007a:. 411-12), close 
relatives of human beings existed or existing on ·other planets. Farrell has not pro
duced a full-scale appropriation of Jacques Vallee or John Keel for purposes of com
pletely vindicating Christian demonology; he knows the writings of the former. 

26. Farrell (2005b, 2006a; 2008a, 2009a). 
27. GriinschloJS-(2006: 15-16, 21), citing Marco Frertschkowskl. 
28. See GriinschloJS (2006). On Sitchin: Kilgannon (2010); Lewis (2003: 117,127). On options· 

in UFO worldviews: Partridge (2005: 2.165-206, 263-70); Anonymous (n.d.t). 
29. See GriinschloJS (2006: 20). 
30. Farrell (1997: 316-17). 
31. ~ee Farrell (1997: 8, 71, 87~90, 112,117, 124,136, 193, ·201; 216, 278, '309, 384, 389, 399, 

418, 430, 454'-6, 493,-622, '946, 958, 975). Farrell finds iri this oosession with a simple 
power beyond the God in scripture a Transtheism, however without the exact word. 
Ofl this, Fatrell cites Paul Tillich, affirming that. for Tillich "the simplicity is 'the abyss 
of everything specific."' See Farrell (1997: 104, 318-19); Tillich (i968: 51). Farrell (1997: 
60) moves ina similar direction when speaking of Gnosticism and its "gods-behind
God." For "God beyond God," see also McGinn (1981). 

32. Farrell (2007b). 
33. Farrell (1997: 87,90-96,99,112,120,124,161-9,193,201,216,232,309,339, 384). 
34. See Farrell (2010a: 245; cf. 2005b). 
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35. Farrell (2009a: 259). 
36. Farrell (2005a: 209, 222-6; 2009a: 36, 80; 200~a: 6, 66f., 69f., 132, 210); LaViolette (1995); 

Farrell (2009b; 2009a: 47; 2003: 265-9). Significant for Farrell is twentieth-century 
occultist/"alternative Egyptologist" Rene Adolphe Schwaller de Lubicz (1887-1961), 
whose work on the Temple at Luxor, Farrell takes to show ancient Egypt possessed an 
important physics legacy from a preceding, "donor" civilization, wherever headquar
tered, summed up in a complex concept of a "topological metaphor;, for the aether 
or primary medium that can be rendered in "the mathematical language of harmon
ics" such that, at the start, "the updifferen,tiated medium" can be represented as "an· 
undifferentiated hyperset" susceptible of varied subsequent differentiation, with the 
result that - as later alchemists grasped semi-metaphorically .,. matter can he. ''back-· 
engineered;' even as Egyptian magiCians knew to apply these principles for "analogi
cal action at a distance." (Here closely following the language of Farrell.) See Farrell, 
(2005a: 109, 127; 2009a: 36, 48). Rubinstein (2008, 195 n. 64) observes that Schwaller de 
Lubicz emerges "as the father of unorthodox Egyptology." "Legacy": see above. 

37. Or, I do not read Farrell's writings as stimulated by Kierkegaard's reaction to the possi
bility of human demonstrations concerning God and divine existence; see Kierkegaard 
(1985: 34): "What an excellent subject for a comedy of the higher lunacy!" 

38. Cf. Harrington (1983). See also Cornel West in Anonymous·(n.d.h): "you have to fight 
in the life of the mind as well as fight in the streets, as well as fight in, the courts, as 
well as fight in congress and the White House. Every site is a sight [sic] of contestation. 
There are various forms of weaponry ... Because we are on. the battlefield, and there 
are bullets·flying, some symbqli<;, some literal and the life of the mind is a crucial place 
where .the battle goes on:' 

39. Farrell (1997: 8, 64, 6S, 71, 87-9o, 106, 112, i17, 124, 136, 193, 201, 216, 278, 302, 309, 384, 
389, 399, 418, 426, 430, 454-6, 493, 622, 863 nn. 64-102, 866, 939-46, 95'8, 963, 967, 975); 
Cf. Farrell (2007b, 2009c, 2008e). 

40. It might not be far off to see Farrell's career as reacting to the dechristianization of 
America,:Cf. Gress (1998); Kaufmann (2004): 

41. See Whitehouse (2007: 2.SO, 171) .for variations on this passage, with pW)ctuation 
adapted. 

42. On "basi<:: threads in motivation and fascination" with regard to ancient astronaut 
"discourse," refer to the description of "A lay-people's revolt against the academic 
establishment;' in Griinschlo!S (2006: 15): "Following the ubiquitous reverence to. 
Schliemann, the Paleo-SET! endeavors are attempts to participate in academic dis
courses as emancipated lay individuals, who are frustrated by the compartmentalized 
specialization and the arrogant self-c~?rtpinty 9f e~tablished academic discourses and 
who want to be heard in their new attempt at re-evaluating 'damned' data." 
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